
We’ve dialled up Detego Analyse’s award-winning AI
analytics and workflow automation with the launch of
Detego Analyse AI+

INTRODUCING



Don’t be limited by keywords; search for specific concepts and contexts
within your image and video evidence. Rapidly identify broader concepts
like “men in masks with automatic weapons in London at night”, “drug
deals in a black sports car belonging to a specific brand”, “screenshots of
customer account details”, “distressed children”, “uniformed teams
holding flags with terror-related symbology” and more.

Detego Analyse AI+ builds on industry-leading features that investigators have come to love and trust
– including our advanced AI-powered object detection capabilities, multi-language OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) and the offline translation of documents in over 230 languages to English.

Analyse AI+ unlocks a host of new tools, including AI-powered semantic search, similar image
identification, lightning-fast AI audio and video transcription, and the quick translation of audio and
video evidence. 

Rely on Analyse AI+ to provide you with all the essential tools you need to eliminate bottlenecks and
close cases faster.

Save time and effort by leveraging its AI-powered semantic search to
locate critical data in seconds. Eliminate manual data sifting that would
usually take hours and focus on building stronger cases. 

Tap into powerful similar image search capabilities by uploading
reference images or simply use the “show similar” feature on existing
images. Quickly match anything from specific locations, signs,
movements and objects through to patterns or designs on wallpaper,
graffiti or clothes. 

Save valuable time by automating the conversion of audio to text. Use
the new AI transcription feature to accurately transcribe and index words
from audio and video files such as voice notes, video messages, social
posts and voicemails in minutes. Achieve transcription speeds that are
well over 1,000 WPM.



Discover hidden files with improved compound file steganography
Easily share filters across exhibits 
Enjoy new and improved tag management capabilities
Unlock enhanced video frame processing capabilities
Get to data faster with the updated Exhibit Contents View 
Enjoy better support for GrayKey acquisitions 
Import .msabdetego files using the MSAB importer

That’s not all! You can also: 

And much more! 

Eliminate the need to manually review hours of audio and video
recordings. Identify data that’s related to investigations by using
advanced text and keyword matching capabilities on the data indexed
from audio and video files.

Make findings in real-time by utilising live AI-generated English subtitles
for content from over 50 non-English languages as you examine audio
and video files in the evidence viewer. 

Go beyond offline document translation and unlock the power of live AI
translation for audio and video content. You can now translate videos and
audio in 50 non-English languages to English, facilitating efficient
international and cross-border investigations.



Get in touch:
www.detegoglobal.com

+44 (0) 1403 267 176

You can now enjoy all of these AI-powered features - worth 1,000s of dollars - absolutely
free with the purchase of any of our acclaimed digital forensics tools. These include: 

Seamless data acquisition from mobiles, smart devices and
apps

Detego MD combines GMDSOFT’s leading data extraction and
decryption capability with Detego Analyse AI+’s robust analytics,
automation and reporting to provide access to 1,000s of devices
and apps.

Gather forensically sound data from tens of thousands of
phone models and more than 2,000 apps 
Extract data from IoT devices, smart TVs, sat navs, drones and
more
Easily unlock and access critical data from Android devices 
Enjoy iOS support including backup file decryption and
keychain extraction 
Carry out physical and logical extractions on Android, iOS,
Windows OS, Tizen OS and other mobile OSs
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The go-to solution for rapid data acquisition Quick digital forensic analysis, anywhere

Rapid, automated data acquisition

Used in the field and in labs, Ballistic Imager can forensically secure 1
TB in less than 8 minutes, offering speeds that are 4x faster than the
average.

A highly portable field-based solution that’s perfect for investigating
data on PCs, laptops, servers and loose media. Field Triage swiftly
identifies and alerts users about data related to investigations without
running time-consuming data extraction and analytical processes.

A smart tool that automates digital data capture from removable
media, computers and hard drives (HDDs and SSDs).

Media Acquisition comes with a simple, intuitive interface, allowing
users to quickly analyse multiple devices in minutes.

Experience blisteringly fast data capture from computers, laptops
and servers 
Leverage patented technology that bypasses hardware limitations
to extract data through multiple collectors, simultaneously
Extract data in live or boot modes without removing hard drives 
Stop extractions before completion without losing data 
Present captured data as an E01 or DD image
Enjoy greater mobility thanks to its portable and compact design 
Get non-technical users fully operational with a 30-minute training

Get instant visual alerts of suspicious items through the patented
red-amber-green visual alert system to enable snap decision-
making 
Easily customise and deploy across a range of investigations
covering fraud, human trafficking, terrorism, indecent images of
children, financial crime, insider threats and more
Scan a target device and acquire all usernames and passwords
used in less than 30 seconds
Empower non-technical users with an easy-to-use interface

Concurrently secure and analyse data from multiple removable
devices
Acquire data from hard drives removed from damaged systems 
Get live views of logical data as it is streamed into the platform
and receive automated alerts on suspicious items through
Detego’s patented red-amber-green visual alerts 
Access powerful carving tools to recover deleted data

GLOBALLY PATENTED TECHNOLOGY GLOBALLY PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

Scan here for a free, fully
functional trial of Detego
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